Find the word

Associate each word shown in the box with its definition.

1. A person who runs for office in an election.
   Associated word: ________________________________

2. An area on an election map with at least 48,100 electors.
   Associated word: ________________________________

3. A political system in which the entire population has political power.
   Associated word: ________________________________

4. An activity involving the adding up of votes following an election.
   Associated word: ________________________________

5. A candidate who gets elected to represent the electors in his or her electoral division.
   Associated word: ________________________________

6. An event where everyone with the right to vote chooses the people they want to represent them.
   Associated word: ________________________________

7. A candidate who is not a member of a political party.
   Associated word: ________________________________

8. The enclosed space where electors go to fill out their ballot paper hidden from view to ensure their vote remains secret.
   Associated word: ________________________________
9. A person who does not express support for any party.
   Associated word: ________________________________

10. The person responsible for ensuring the identity of electors, for giving them their ballot papers and when voting is finished, for the counting of votes.
    Associated word: ________________________________

11. The electoral activity consisting of all the voting-related steps carried out in an election (casting of votes, vote count, and announcement of the results).
    Associated word: ________________________________

12. The person responsible for ensuring that electors are properly registered on the list of electors.
    Associated word: ________________________________

13. A box with a slot on top where electors place their ballot paper after voting.
    Associated word: ________________________________

14. An opinion expressed by each of the people asked to decide on a question or to elect a candidate.
    Associated word: ________________________________
Find the word

Associate each word shown in the box with its definition.

- poll clerk
- neutral
- polling booth
- counting of the votes
- electoral division
- member of the National Assembly (MNA)
- election
- vote
- democracy
- deputy returning officer
- poll
- independent candidate
- ballot box
- candidate

1. A person who runs for office in an election.
   Associated word: ______________ CANDIDATE ______________

2. An area on an election map with at least 48,100 electors.
   Associated word: ______________ ELECTORAL DIVISION ______________

3. A political system in which the entire population has political power.
   Associated word: ______________ DEMOCRACY ______________

4. An activity involving the adding up of votes following an election.
   Associated word: ______________ COUNTING OF THE VOTES ______________

5. A candidate who gets elected to represent the electors in his or her electoral division.
   Associated word: ______________ MEMBER OF THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY (MNA) ______________

6. An event where everyone with the right to vote chooses the people they want to represent them.
   Associated word: ______________ ELECTION ______________

7. A candidate who is not a member of a political party.
   Associated word: ______________ INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE ______________

8. The enclosed space where electors go to fill out their ballot paper hidden from view to ensure their vote remains secret.
   Associated word: ______________ POLLING BOOTH ______________
Find the word

9. A person who does not express support for any party.
   Associated word: _______________ NEUTRAL _______________

10. The person responsible for ensuring the identity of electors, for giving them their ballot papers and when voting is finished, for the counting of votes.
    Associated word: _______________ DEPUTY RETURNING OFFICER _______________

11. The electoral activity consisting of all the voting-related steps carried out in an election (casting of votes, vote count, and announcement of the results).
    Associated word: _______________ POLL _______________

12. The person responsible for ensuring that electors are properly registered on the list of electors.
    Associated word: _______________ POLL CLERK _______________

13. A box with a slot on top where electors place their ballot paper after voting.
    Associated word: _______________ BALLOT BOX _______________

14. An opinion expressed by each of the people asked to decide on a question or to elect a candidate.
    Associated word: _______________ VOTE _______________